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FDLP Context - Retro Media in Collections

Based on preliminary results from the FDLP 2021 

Biennial Survey:

● 993 FDLP libraries have tangible depository 

material in any format

● About 700 FDLP libraries have DVDs, CD-

ROMs, VHS tapes, and floppy diskettes 

(removable media)

● 213 have removable media that can no longer 

be used, and an additional 177 libraries are not 

sure if their items are still usable

● 72 libraries have tried to develop local solutions 

to providing access to the content



Project Partners: Weekly meetings with the GPO staff!



Local Context: University of Michigan FDLP Collection

● UM has been a Federal Depository 

Library since 1884

● FDLP collection is physically 

dispersed across libraries on 

campus

● Centralized control over hardware / 

public computers



UM School of Information: Capstone Course

● Students work with client organizations on a “Digital Curation” project

● Final semester of our MSI Program (12 weeks)

● 1-2 students per project



Project Approach 
and Scope



Hardware & Software Dependencies

● Accessed through public university 

computers

○ Up to date

○ CD drives

○ Few admin abilities

■ Could not install / launch most 

executable files

● Used programs already installed on the 

public computers

○ Could not download programs to assist 

us (e.g. FTK Imager)

CD-ROM 

Testing Set-

Up in the 

Clark Library



Focus on Access (Before Preservation)

● Kept patron access to materials in mind

● Used available university computers at the 

Clark Library

○ The Hatcher Graduate Library has four 

computers with working disk drives

● Pleasantly surprised by the physical condition 

of the disks

○ Did not encounter examples of bit rot

● Considered the preliminary steps of 

preservation

○ Visited UM’s Digital Preservation Lab

Part of the 

sample of GPO 

CD-ROMs at 

the Clark 

Library



Visit to UM’s Digital 

Preservation Lab



Assessment



Data Gathering Tool: 
Google Form

● Catalog information

● Media type and label 

information

● Content information 

○ Will it run?

○ Index

○ Availability in other 

formats

● Time spent on assessment

● Notes



How we approached each CD-ROM and diskette

The flowchart to the right describes our 

approach to access CD data. 

Very few CDs automatically ran when we put 

them in the disk drive. We still tried to run 

programs contained on each CD. 

Instead, we explored each CD in File Explorer 

(Windows) or Finder (Mac).

We tried to open any ‘data’ files and find a list of 

the contents. 

If there wasn’t a clear index of the content, we 

saved an index of the file directory. 



Is the information 
available elsewhere?

Limited scope to publicly available 

government websites; agency sites and 

repositories. 

Still, many other resources exist that 

contain these publications, such as:

● ICPSR

● Social Explorer

● IPUMS

● Many more!

Has the agency migrated this data to 

their public facing website?



Has the agency migrated this data to their public 
facing website?

This was the most time consuming part of assessment!

● Unfamiliar data types and datasets

● Tried to ‘match’ them to content online 

○ If the CD was completely inaccessible, we only had catalog 

information

● Many of the CDs were collections of data sets, publications, and 

related

Content (videos, lesson plans, quizzes, maps, etc)

○ We found partial matches or related content on the agency’s 

website



Findings



Findings

Most items worked (in some way)! 

● Most CDs tried to play and/or contained readable content

● Executables were often too “retro” to run on an up-to-date, public computer

Four main themes for access:

1. Incomprehensible or Completely Inaccessible

2. Outdated, Bespoke, or Proprietary Software

3. Retro Software with Usable Data Files

4. Basically Print



Incomprehensible or 
Completely Inaccessible

CDs and diskettes either had 

incomprehensible file directories (meant 

to be navigated with an on-disk 

software) or inaccessible data files.

Files named or formatted to be 

referenced by an on-disk software that 

will no longer run. 

Examples: 

● Best practices : COS trainer's 

handbook

● 1992 Economic Census: 

Report Series

Files and folders are not 

easily understandable 

without the use of on-

disk discovery software.



Outdated, Bespoke, or 
Proprietary Software

The file structure was clear and it was 

relatively easy to identify file types and data. 

Many included README, CONTENTS, or 

similar txt files.

Example:

● TigerLine CDs and the US Census 

Bureau

There is data on these CDs that is not on the 

Census website, SocialExplorer, FRED, and 

other resources. TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and 
Referencing) Logo



Outdated Software 
with Usable Data Files

Even if the software wouldn’t open, we 

sometimes found the data files were still 

accessible.

Opening files in relevant Microsoft Office or 

other product often worked!

Common formats that were still accessible: 

PDF, image files, HTML, tabular data, and 

more

Example: 

● Safer Journey: Interactive Pedestrian 

Safety Awareness



Basically Print

Some CDs were digital versions 

of print publications or collections. 

Most documents were PDFs. 

Many PDFs retained some 

navigation functionality, while 

others were strung together using 

HTML. 

Still, most on-disk discovery 

software was not functional.

Example:

● World War II Inter-Allied 

Conferences - Joint History 

Office



Highlights from the Data 

(Preliminary Analysis)

Only 16% of the sample were completely 

inaccessible. The inaccessible items were 

distributed between 1988-1999. 

“Basically Print” items were distributed 

between 1996-2005.

Simpler navigation tools (html and pdf) 

stood the test of time. 

Average of 30 minutes to assess each item. 



Conclusion



Conclusion

We think this is a replicable process to assess 

items in your collections!

Accessing the contents of each item is the first 

step in preservation. 

Many of these items contain information that is 

available on agency websites.

Preservation of the data contained on these 

removable media objects could be achieved 

through migration to different formats or 

emulation.

Our pile of 

assessed 

CD-ROMs!



Questions?

Thank you for listening to our 

presentation!

We hope our work will help 

inform GPO policy on retro 

removable media. 


